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Kimball: Second Century Address

second century address
president spencer W kimball
my beloved brothers and sisters
it was almost precisely eight years ago that I1 had the privilege of
addressing an audience at the brigham young university about
ineducation
ieducation for eternity some things were said then which I1 believe
education
then and now about the destiny of this unique university 1I shall refer
to several of those ideas again combining them with some fresh
thoughts and impressions 1I have concerning brigham young
university as it enters its second century
I1 am grateful to all who made possible the centennial celebration
for the brigham young university including those who have
developed the history of this university in depth A centennial
observance is appropriate not only to renew our ties with the past but
also to review and reaffirm our goals for the future my task is to talk
about BYU s second century though my comments will focus on the
brigham young university it is obvious to all of us here that the
university is in many ways the center of the church s educational
system president mckay described the university as the hub of the
church educational wheel karl G maeser described the brigham
young academy as the parent trunk of the great education banyan
tree and later it has been designated as the flagship however it is
generality of this university to the entire system is a very
stated the centrality
I say to you therefore must take note of things
real fact of life what 1isay
beyond the borders of this campus but not beyond its influence we
must ever keep firmly in mind the needs of those ever increasing
LDS youth in other places in north america and in other
numbers of LIDS
lands who cannot attend this university whose needs are real and
LDS college and university
who represent in fact the majority of LIDS
students
in a speech 1I gave to many of the devoted alumni of this
university in the arizona area I1 employed a phrase to describe the
brigham young university as becoming an educational everest
there are many ways in which BYU can tower above other
445
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student body or its
universities not simply because of the size of its studentbody
beautiful campus but because of the unique light BYU can send forth
into the educational world your light must have a special glow for
while you will do many things in the programs of this university that
are done elsewhere these same things can and must be done better
here than others do them you will also do some special things here
that are left undone by other institutions
first among these unique features is the fact that education on
this campus deliberately and persistently concerns itself with
education for eternity not just for time the faculty has a double
heritage which they must pass along the secular knowledge that
history has washed to the feet of mankind with the new knowledge
brought by scholarly research but also the vital and revealed truths
that have been sent to us from heaven
this university shares with other universities the hope and the
labor involved in rolling back the frontiers of knowledge even further
but we also know through the process of revelation that there are yet
many great and important things to be given to mankind which will
have an intellectual and spiritual impact far beyond what mere men
can imagine thus at this university among faculty students and
administration there is and must be an excitement and an expectation
about the very nature and future of knowledge that underwrites the
uniqueness of BYU
your double heritage and dual concerns with the secular and the
spiritual require you to be bilingual As LDS scholars you must speak
with authority and excellence to your professional colleagues in the
language of scholarship and you must also be literate in the language
of spiritual things we must be more bilingual in that sense to fulfill
our promise in the second century of BYU
BYU is being made even more unique not because what we are
doing is changing but because of the general abandonment by other
universities of their efforts to lift the daily behavior and morality of
their students
from the administration of the BYU in 1967 came this thought
11

brigham young university has been established by the
prophets of god and can be operated only on the highest standards
of christian morality
students who instigate or participate in
riots or open rebellion against the policies of the university cannot
expect to remain at the university
the standards of the church are understood by students who
have been taught these standards in the home and at church
throughout their lives
446
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first and foremost

we expect BYU students to maintain a

single standard of christian morality
attendance at BYU is a privilege and not a right
students who attend must expect to live its standards or
and
forfeit the privilege
1

we have no

choice at BYU except to hold the line regarding
gospel standards and values and to draw men and women from other
campuses also all we can into this same posture for people
entangled in sin are not free in this university that may to some of
our critics seem unfree there will be real individual freedom freedom
from worldly ideologies and concepts un shackles man far more than he
knows it is the truth that sets men free BYU in its second century
resis
tanc e to the invading
must become the last remaining bastion of resistance
resistanc
resistant
ideologies that seek control of curriculum as well as classroom we do
not resist such ideas because we fear them but because they are false
BYU in its second century must continue to resist false fashions in
education staying with those basic principles which have proved right
and have guided good men and women and good universities over the
centuries this concept is not new but in the second hundred years we
must do it even better
when the pressures mount for us to follow the false ways of the
world we hope in the years yet future that thoseho
those who are part of this
tho
university and the church educational system will not attempt to
counsel the board of trustees to follow false ways we want through
your administration to receive all your suggestions for making BYU
even better 1I hope none will presume on the prerogatives of the
prophets of god to set the basic direction for this university no man
comes to the demanding position of the presidency of the church
except his heart and mind are constantly open to the impressions
insights and revelations of god no one is more anxious than the
brethren who stand at the head of this church to receive such guidance
as the lord would give them for the benefit of mankind and for the
people of the church thus it is important to remember what we have
in the revelations of the lord and thou shalt not command him who
is at thy head and at the head of the church dac
d&c 286 if the
governing board has as much loyalty from faculty and students from
administration and staff as wehavehad
the pastl
we have had in thepastl
past
pasti I1 do not fear for the

seho

future

board of education and the brigham young
university board of trustees involve individuals who are committed

the church

ernest

L

wilkinson speech delivered at brigham young university july 1967
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to truth as well as to the order of the kingdom I1 observed while I1 was
here in 1967 that this institution and its leaders should be like the
twelve as they were left in a very difficult world by the savior
the world hath hated them because they are not of the
world even as 1I am not of the world
I1 pray not that thou shouldest take them out of the world but
that thou shouldest keep them from evil
they are not of the world even as 1I am not of the world john
16
1714
171416

this university

not of the world any more than the church is of the
world and it must not be made over in the image of the world
we hope that our friends and even our critics will understand
why we must resist anything that would rob BYU of its basic
uniqueness in its second century As the church s commissioner of
education said on the occasion of the inaugural of president oaks
is

brigham young university seeks to improve and to sanctify
itself for the sake of others not for the praise of the world but to
serve the world better
2

that task will be persisted in

members of the church are willing
to doubly tax themselves to support the church s educational system
including this university and we must not merely ape the world we
must do special things that would justify the special financial
outpouring that supports this university
As the late president stephen L richards once said brigham
young university will never surrender its spiritual character to a sole
concern for scholarship BYU will be true to its charter and to such
addenda to that charter as are made by living prophets
1I am both hopeful and expectant that out of this university and
the church s educational system there will rise brilliant stars in
drama literature music sculpture painting science and in all the
scholarly graces this university can be the refining host for many
such individuals who will touch men and women the world over long
after they have left this campus
we must be patient however in this effort because just as the
city of enoch took decades to reach its pinnacle of performance in
what the lord described as occurring in process of time moses
721
721 so the quest for excellence at BYU must also occur in process of
time
eal
neal
eai

A maxwell

dallin H oaks

greetings to the president

address at the inaugural of president

1971
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ideals are like stars you will not succeed in touching them with
your hands but like the seafaring man in the desert of waters you
choose them as your guides and following them you will reach your
destiny 3
I1 see even more than was the case nearly a decade ago a widening

gap between this university and other universities both in terms of
purposes and in terms of directions much has happened in the
intervening eight years to make that statement justifiable more and
more is being done as 1I hoped it would to have here the greatest
in the world BYU is
collection of artifacts records writings
moving toward preeminence in many fields thanks to the generous
tithe payers of the church and the excellent efforts of its
support of the tithepayers
faculty and students under the direction of a wise administration
these changes do not happen free of pain challenge and
adjustment again harking back 1I expressed the hope that the BYU
vessel would be kept seaworthy by taking out all old planks as they
decay and put in new and stronger timber in their place because the
flagship BYU must sail on and on and on the creative changes in your
academic calendar your willingness to manage your curriculum more
wisely your efforts to improve general education your interaction of
disciplines across traditional departmental lines and the creation of
new research institutes here on this campus all are evidences that the
captain and crew are doing much to keep the BYU vessel seaworthy
and sailing 1I refer to the centers of research that have been established
on this campus ranging from family and language research on through
to research on food agriculture and ancient studies much more needs
to be done but you must not run faster or labor more than you have
strength and means provided dac
d&c 104 while the discovery of
new knowledge must increase there must always be a heavy and
primary emphasis on transmitting knowledge on the quality of
teaching at BYU quality teaching is a tradition never to be abandoned
it includes a quality relationship between faculty and students carry
these over into BYU s second century brigham young undoubtedly
meant both teaching and learning when he said
learn everything that the children of men know and be
prepared for the most refined society upon the face of the earth
then improve on this until we are prepared and permitted to enter
the society of the blessed the holy angels that dwell in the
goda
presence of god4

schutz
schurz address delivered at faneuil hall boston 18 april 1975
brigham young in journal of
discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot
ofdiscourses
1886 1677 hereafter cited as JD
1855
18551886
D
moari
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we must be certain that the lessons are not only taught but are also
absorbed and learned we remember the directive that president
presidentjohn
john
Presiden tjohn
taylor made to karl G maeser that no infidels will go forth from this
school

whatever you do be choice in your selection of teachers we do

not want infidels to mould the minds of our children they are a
precious charge bestowed upon us by the lord and we cannot be too
careful in rearing and training them 1I would rather have my
children taught the simple rudiments of a common education by
men of god and have them under their influence than have them
taught in the most abstruse sciences by men who have not the fear
we need to pay more attention to
of god in their hearts
educational matters and do all that we can to procure the services of
competent teachers some people say we cannot afford to pay
them you cannot afford not to pay them you cannot afford not to
employ them we want our children to grow up intelligently and to
walk abreast with the peoples of any nation god expects us to do it
and therefore 1I call attention to this matter 1I have heard intelligent
practical men say it is quite as cheap to keep a good horse as a poor
one or to raise good stock as inferior animals and is it not quite as
cheap to raise good intelligent children as to rear children in

ignorance5
ignorance
5

prophet joseph smith implied
we can continue to do as the prophetjoseph
that we should when he said man was created to dress the earth to
cultivate his mind and to glorify god 6
we cannot do these things except we continue in the second
century to be concerned about the spiritual qualities and abilities of
those who teach here in the book of mosiah we read

thus

trust no one to be your teacher nor your minister except he be
a man of god walking in his ways and keeping his commandments mosiah 2314
1I

have no fear that the candle lighted in palestine years ago will
ever be put out 7 we must be concerned with the spiritual worthiness
as well as the academic and professional competency of all those who
come here to teach william lyon phelps said
thoroughly believe in a university education for both men and
women but 1I believe a knowledge of the bible without a college
1I

69
VD 24168
2416869

kinson
linson
joseph smith jr as cited in leonard J arrington preface ernest L Wil
wilkinson
wll
brigham young university the first hundred years provo utah brigham young university press 1975

vill
p viii
william R inge source unknown
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course is more valuable than a college course without the bible

8

students in the second century must continue to come here to
learn we do not apologize for the importance of students searching
for eternal companions at the same time that they search the scriptures
and search the shelves of libraries for knowledge president mckay
observed on one occasion that the university is not a dictionary a
dispensary nor is it a department store it is more than a storehouse of
knowledge and more than a community of scholars the university
life is essentially an exercise in thinking preparing and living 9 we
do not want BYU ever to become an educational factory it must
concern itself with not only the dispensing of facts but with the
preparation of its students to take their place in society as thinking
thoughtful and sensitive individuals who in paraphrasing the motto
of your centennial come here dedicated to love of god pursuit of
truth and service to mankind
there are yet other reasons why we must not lose either our
moorings or our sense of direction in the second century we still have
before us the remarkable prophecy of john taylor when he observed
you will see the day thatzion
that Zion will be as far ahead of the outside
world in everything pertaining to learning of every kind as we are
today in regard to religious matters you mark my words and write
them down and see if they do not come to pass 10

surely we cannot refuse that rendezvous with history because so much
of what is desperately needed by mankind is bound up in our being
willing to contribute to the fulfillment of that prophecy others at
times also seem to have a sensing of what might happen charles H
malik former president of the united nations general assembly
voiced a fervent hope when he said that
1I hope in
one day a great university will arise somewhere
america
to which christ will return in his full glory and
power a university which will in the promotion of scientific
intellectual and artistic excellence surpass by far even the best
secular universities of the present but which will at the same time
enable christ to bless it and act and reel
feel perfectly at home in it 11
leei
leel

8william
awilliam lyon phelps human nature in the bible new york and london charles
scribner s sons 1923 p ix
navid
david 0 mckay gospel ideals salt lake city improvement era 1953 p 346
10jd
100
D 21100
loo
charles H malik education and upheaval the christian s responsibility
creative
help for daily living 21 september 1970
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surely BYU can help respond to that call
by dealing with basic issues and basic problems we can be
effective educationally otherwise we will simply join the multitude
who have so often lost their way in dark sunless forests even while
working hard it was thoreau who said there are a thousand hacking
at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root 12 we should
deal statistically and spiritually with root problems root issues and
root causes in BYU s second century we seek to do so not in arrogance
or pride but in the spirit of service we must do so with a sense of
trembling and urgency because what edmund burke said is true the
only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do
nothing 13
learning that includes familiarization with facts must not occur
fellowmen
in isolation from concern over our fel
lowmen it must occur in the
context of a commitment to serve them and to reach out to them
in many ways the dreams that were once generalized as american
dreams have diminished and faded some of these dreams have now
of jesus
passed so far as institutional thrust is concerned to the church ofjesus
christ of latter day saints and its people for their fulfillment it was
lord acton who said on one occasion
it was from america that the plain ideas that men ought to
mind their business and that the nation is responsible to heaven
for the acts of the state ideas long locked in the breast of solitary
thinkers and hidden among latin folios burst forth like a
conqueror upon the world they were destined to transform under
and the principle gained ground
the title of the rights of man
that a nation can never abandon its fate to an authority it cannot
control 14

too

many universities have given themselves over to such massive
federal funding that they should not wonder why they have submitted
to an authority they can no longer control far too many no longer
assume that nations are responsible to heaven for the acts of the state
far too many now see the rights of man as merely access rights to the
property and money of others and not as the rights traditionally
thought of as being crucial to our freedom
it will take just as much sacrifice and dedication to preserve these
principles in the second century of BYU and even more than were
required to begin this institution in the first place when it was once
henry david thoreau walden new york norton 1966 p
13
edmund burke to william smith 9 january 1975
john emerich edward dahlberg lord acton the history
essays new york macmillan 1907 p 55

51

and
Free
freedom
domand
of fyee
freedomand

other
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but a grade school and then an academy supported by a stake of the
church if we were to abandon our ideals would there be any left to
take up the torch of some of the principles 1I have attempted to
describe
1I am grateful therefore that as president oaks observed
there
is no anarchy of values at brigham young university there never
president joseph
has been there never will be but we also know as presidentioseph
fielding smith observed in speaking on this campus that knowledge
comes both by reason and by revelation we expect the natural
unfolding of knowledge to occur as a result of scholarship but there
will always be that added dimension which the lord can provide when
we are qualified to receive and he chooses to speak
A time to come in the which nothing shall be withheld
whether there be one god or many gods they shall be manifest

and further
all thrones

and dominions principalities and powers shall be
revealed and set forth upon all who have endured valiantly for the
gospel of jesus christ dac
12128 29
d&c 1212829

As the pursuit of excellence continues on this campus and
elsewhere in the church educational system we must remember the
great lesson taught to oliver cowdery who desired a special outcome
just as we desire a remarkable blessing and outcome for BYU in the
second century oliver cowdery wished to be able to translate with ease
and without real effort he was reminded that he erred in that he
took no thought save it was to ask dac
d&c 97 we must do more than
d&c97
ask the lord for excellence perspiration must precede inspiration
there must be effort before there is excellence we must do more than
pray for these outcomes at BYU though we must surely pray we must
take thought we must make effort we must be patient we must be
professional we must be spiritual then in the process of time this
will become the fully anointed university of the lord about which so
much has been spoken in the past
we can sometimes make concord with others including scholars
who have parallel purposes by reaching out to the world of scholars to
11

thoughtful men and women everywhere who share our concerns and at
least some of the items on our agen
durn of action we can multiply our
agendum
influence and give hope to others who may assume that they are alone
in other instances we must be willing to break with the
educational establishment not foolishly or cavalierly but thoughtfully
and for good reason in order to find gospel ways to help mankind
453
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gospel methodology concepts and insights can help us to do what the
world cannot do in its own frame of reference
in some ways the church educational system in order to be
unique in the years that lie ahead may have to break with certain
patterns of the educational establishment when the world has lost its
way on matters of principle we have an obligation to point the way
we can as brigham young hoped we would be a people of profound
learning pertaining to the things of this world but without being
tainted by what he regarded as the pernicious atheistic influences
that flood in unless we are watchful our scholars therefore must be
sentries as well as teachers
we surely cannot give up our concerns with character and conduct
without also giving up on mankind much misery results from flaws in
character not from failures in technology we cannot give in to the
ways of the world with regard to the realm of art president romney
brought this to our attention not long ago in a quotation in which
brigham young said there is no music in hell our art must be the
kind which edifies man which takes into account his immortal nature
and which prepares us for heaven not hell
one peak of educational excellence that is highly relevant to the
needs of the church is the realm of language BYU should become the
acknowledged language capital of the world in terms of our academic
competency and through the marvelous laboratory that sends young
men and women forth to service in the mission field 1I refer of course
to the language training mission there is no reason why this
university could not become the place where perhaps more than
anywhere else the concern for literacy and the teaching of english as a
second language is firmly headquartered in terms of unarguable
competency as well as deep concern
1I have mentioned only a few areas
there are many others of
special concern with special challenges and opportunities for
accomplishment and service in the second century
we can do much in excellence and at the same time emphasize
the large scale participation of our students whether it be in athletics
or in academic events we can bless many and give many experience
while at the same time we are developing the few select souls who can
take us to new heights of attainment
it ought to be obvious to you as it is to me that some of the things
the lord would have occur in the second century of the BYU are hidden
from our immediate view until we have climbed the hill just before us
we are not apt to be given a glimpse of what lies beyond the hills
454
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accomplishments
ahead are higher than we think this means that accomplish
ants and
M ents
further direction must occur in proper order after we have done our
part we will not be transported from point A to point Z without
having to pass through the developmental and demanding experiences
of all the points of achievement and all the milestone markers that lie
between
idealists
lists who
this university will go forward its students are idea
have integrity who love to work in good causes these students will
not only have a secular training but will have come to understand what
jesus meant when he said that the key of knowledge which had been
falness of the scriptures we
lost by society centuries before was the fulness
understand as few people do that education is a part of being about
our father s business and that the scriptures contain the master
concepts for mankind
we know there are those of unrighteous purposes who boast that
time is on their side so it may seem to those of very limited vision but
of those engaged in the lord s work it can be truly said eternity is on
your side those who fight that bright future fight in vain
I1 hasten to add that as the church grows global and becomes more
and more multicultural
multi cultural a smaller and smaller percentage of all our
LIDS
LDS college age students will attend BYU or the hawaii campus or
LDS business college it is a privileged group
ricks college or the LIDS
who are able to come here we do not intend to neglect the needs of the
other church members wherever they are but those who do come here
have an even greater follow through responsibility to make certain
that the church s investment in them provides dividends through
service and dedication to others as they labor in the church and in the
world elsewhere

to go to BYU is something special there were brethren who

had dreams regarding the growth and maturity of brigham young
university even to the construction of a temple on the hill they had
long called temple hill yet dreams and prophetic utterances are
not self executing they are fulfilled usually by righteous and
devoted people making the prophecies come true 15

so much of our counsel given to you here today as you begin your
second century is the same counsel we give to others in the church
concerning other vital programs you need to lengthen your stride
quicken your step and to use president tanner s phrase continue
your journey you are headed in the right direction such academic
ernest

L

wilkinson BYU

the

np
ap
first hundred years np
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adjustments as need to be made will be made out of the individual and
collective wisdom we find when a dedicated faculty interacts with a
wise administration an inspired governing board and an appreciative
body of students
I1 am grateful that the church can draw upon the expertise that
exists here the pockets of competency that are here will be used by the
church increasingly and in various ways
we want you to keep free as a university free of government
control not only for the sake of the university and the church but also
for the sakeof
sake of our government our government state and federal
and our people are best served by free colleges and universities not by
institutions that are compliant out of fears over funding
we look forward to developments in your computer assisted
translation projects and from the ezra taft benson agriculture and
food institute we look forward to more being done in the field of
education in the fine arts in the
thej
oark law school in the
dark
theaJ reuben clark
graduate school of management and in the realm of human behavior
we appreciate the effectiveness of the programs here such as our
indian program with its high rate of completion for indian students
but we must do better in order to be better and we must be better for
the sake of the world
cies have said and we say again to you
As previous first presidencies
Presiden
we expect we do not simply hope that brigham young university
will become a leader among the great universities of the world to
that expectation 1I would add become a unique university in all of the
world
may 1I thank now all those who have made this centennial
celebration possible and express appreciation to the alumni students
and friends of the university for the centennial carillon tower which
is being given to the university on its one hundredth
hun dreth birthday through
hundreth
these lovely bells will sound the great melodies which have motivated
the people of the lord s church in the past and will lift our hearts and
inspire us in the second century with joy and even greater
determination As I1 conclude my remarks now may I1 offer a brief
dedicatory prayer for the carillon tower so that all of you might
participate in this dedication rather than moving to that site itself

our father in heaven we are grateful for this the gift of thy
people the alumni the faculty the staff and the friends of brigham
young university for this collection of fifty two bells in this
carillon tower on the campus of this thy great university
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we are grateful for the faithfulness and craftsmanship of those
who constructed the bells those who have transported them and
those who have placed them into the tower
father we are grateful for the diversity of the bells in their
size versatility and music giving tones for the clavier and the
cl
chappers
appers and the magnetic tape and the keyboard and we ask thee
clappers
0 father to protect this tower these bells and all pertaining to
them and we pray that the carillonneur will have the preciseness
and the ability to create beautiful music from the bells in this tower
father we thank thee for this institution and what it has
meant in the lives of hundreds of thousands of people and their
posterity for the truths they have learned here for the characters
that have been built for the families which have been strengthened
here let thy spirit continue to be with the president of this
institution and his associates the faculty the students alumni staff
and friends of this university and their successors that thy spirit
may always abide here and that stalwarts
stal warts may emerge from this
institution to bring glory to thee and blessings to the people of this
world
just as these bells will lift the hearts of the hearers when they
hear the hymns and anthems played to thy glory let the morality of
the graduates of this university provide the music of hope for the
inhabitants of this planet we ask that all those everywhere who
open their ears to hear the sounds of good music will also be more
inclined to open their ears to hear the good tidings brought to us by
thy son
now dear father let these bells ring sweet music unto thee
let the everlasting hills take up the sound let the mountains shout
for joy and the valleys cry aloud and let the seas and dry lands tell
the wonders of the eternal king
let the rivers and the brooks flow down with gladness let the
sun the moon and the stars sing together and let the whole
creation sing the glory of our redeemer forevermore
now our father we dedicate this carillon tower the bells the
mechanical effects and equipment and all pertaining to this
an protect it
compound and ask thee that thou wouldst bless it and
against all destructive elements bless it that it may give us sweet
music and that because of it we may love and serve thee even more
in the name of jesus christ amen
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dedicated to love of god pursuit of truth service to mankind
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